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T.J. Steele was traveling through Oaxaca researching his
farm-to-table Mexican restaurant concept when he met
the Jimenez Mendez family in 2007. T.J. fell in love with
their traditional recipe mezcal, dating back to 1880, and El
Buho Mezcal was born.
Led by their oldest son Jose Isaac and only daughter Beatriz,
these fifth-generation mezcaleros have worked diligently
to build their operation from a single factory in 2010 to
four discrete palenques in 2021. Alongside their mother
Elsa, father Octavio and younger brother Luyo, the Jimenez
Mendez family continues to produce their delicious Espadin
mezcal that was awarded “Best in Mezcal Category” at the
2017 Spirits of Mexico competition in Texas and an ongoing
selection of wild and semi cultivated agaves.
Since the beginning, El Buho has made a conscious effort
to build a responsable company with consistent product
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that is made with small batches. This starts in the field by
planting agave, tending the field and ultimately harvesting
agave to make mezcal.
The second step is to bottle a consistent, high-quality
product. We achieve this by making sure that we start with
high quality agave with quiote to run through the artesanal
mezcal making process. Once distilled, we combine small
batches of Espadin into a 5,000-liter stainless steel tank
and let the distillate rest for four to six months prior to
bottling. This helps concentrate flavor and provides a
more consistent product from batch to batch. We use the
same technique across all of our varietals. Look for the
“Lot” number on your bottle to see if you can taste the
difference in batches. This appreciation will help celebrate
and protect the beautiful tradition of mezcal.

Our
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
GEORGIA
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS

LibDib
TBD
Slocum & Sons
Bacchus Importers LLC
Savannah Distributing
Winebow Fine wines + spirits
Indiana Wholesale Wine & Liquor
Artisan Fine Wines
MS Walker
Bacchus Importers LLC
MS Walker

MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA
RHODE ISLAND
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON D.C.
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

Winebow Fine wines + spirits
Lohr
Allied Beverage Group
Winebow Fine wines + spirits
Premium Brands Wine & Spirits
MS Walker
Noble Wines
Bacchus Importers LLC
Winebow Fine wines + spirits
Wyoming Liquor Control Board

2017 Best in
Mezcal category

Maguey Espadin - Agave angustifolia
Spanish for the ‘sword’ the Espadin agave has

The flagship mezcal of El Buho’s line, our Espadin

long been cultivated due to its vitality, high sugar

has a light roast and smoke to its nose. Medium in

content and short lifecycle. These agaves mature

body with pronounced notes of caramel, red apple

around 7 to 10 years in age, which is one of the

and coffee, this Espadin is perfect for cocktails or

shortest maturation cycles of the 30 species

enjoyed on its own.

commonly used to make mezcal.

Proudly produced in small batches
with the collective knowlage and
tradition of five generations of
mezcaleros, since 1880.
El Buho especial family allows any mezcal enthusiast
to broaden their pallet without breaking their wallet.
In the last couple of years the demand for varieties has
increased tenfold making this a market, a bit complicated
to navigate.

More often time unapproachable, leaving the consumer
limited on the mezcal experience. Our compromise for
the last decade is the same since day one, respecting
the culture and family techniques while maintaining an
affordable price.

WHAT THE
CRITICS ARE
SAYING
5 Essential Mezcal Bottles You Need
for Your Home Bar

2017 Spirits of Mexico
Best in Category - Mezcal

For his first choice, Josh Phillips turns to what he
says is the most common go-to when he and his
team are looking for a casual sip.

“Buho is one of the single best
values in mezcal,”
“It is our house mezcal at Espita. It’s
versatile and wallet-friendly enough
to find its way into most of our cocktails, but downright tasty enough to
drink neat.”
“Light smoke, but enough to show in
cocktails if that’s what you’re looking
for. This would be the mezcal I would
use as a straight substitute for tequila
and expect excellent results.”

Featured as One of the ‘It’ Artisanal Alcohols.

“El Buho has a complex, smoky flavor that works
well as a shot or mixed with ginger beer in a
cocktail.”

Voted One of the Top 15 Mezcals to Buy.

“It’s tropical but roasted, like a grilled pineapple
with a viscous, agave nectar glave.”

